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increased service bandwidth. The Intelsat series of

ABSTRACT satellites present a good example of these trends. 1
Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) technology is currently Intelsat 1 and 2, launched during the late sixties, had
being used for geostationary satellite station keeping to lifetimes under four years. Intelsats 4 and 5 had seven
increase payload mass. Analyses show that advanced year design lifetimes. Intelsat 7 had full capacity design
electric propulsion technologies can be used to obtain lifetime of ten years with propellant for 15 years. The
additional increases in payload mass by using these same planned Intelsat 8/8A series lifetime is 14-18 years using
technologies to perform part of the orbit transfer. In this N2H4 arcjets for station keeping. These results indicate a
work three electric propulsion technologies are examined continuing trend toward longer lifetimes, thus a 15 year
at two power levels for an Atlas IIAS class spacecraft, lifetime is assumed in these analyses. Satellite masses,
The on-board chemical propulsion apogee engine fuel is and the launch vehicles to deliver them, have also gown.
reduced in this analysis to allow the use of electric Early Intelsats were well under 1000 kg dry mass. The
propulsion. A numerical optimizer is used to determine planned Intelsat 8/8A serieswill have a 1530kg dry mass.
the chemical burns which will minimize the electric End-of-life (EOL) power levels have increased from
propulsion transfer time. Results show that for a 1550 kg hundredsof watts for Intelsats 1 to 4, to over 5 kW for
Atlas gAS class payload, increases in net mass Intelsat 7A. Intelsat 8/8A will use the Martin Marietta
(geostationary satellite mass less wet propulsion system Astro Space Series 7000 which has a beginning of life
mass) of 150 to 800 kg are possible using electric (BOL) power level over 7 kW. Finally, communication
propulsion for station keeping, advancedchemical engines bandwidthson Intelsat spacecraft have increased from 50
for part of the transfer and electric propulsion for the MHz on Intelsat 1 to 2856 MHz on the planned Intelsat
remainderof the transfer. Trip times arebetween one and 8/8A series. These continuing trends toward larger, more
four months, capable, longer life and higher power spacecraft were used

to select the spacecraft characteristics in this study. Higher
INTRODUCTION power spacecraft permit expansion of the use of electric

Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) is already being used for propulsion systems beyond the already demonstrated
station keeping of geostationary satellites, most notably station keeping function to encompass a portion of the
hydrazine arcjets on AT&T's Telstar 4 and SPT-'100Hall orbit transfer mission. Successful implementation of
thrusters on the Russian GALS spacecraft.1 The next step advancedpropulsionsystems will enable continued gowth
in the development of electric propulsion systems is to use of geostationary satellite capability without requiring
these types of thrusters to contribute to placing the growth in spacecraft mass or launch vehicle and will

• spacecraft into geostationary orbit. For a given launch permit continued expansion of communicationscapability.
vehicle, the fuel mass savings could then be directly used
to increase the payload, for instance, the number of Studies by various authors have shown the net mass
communication transponders. Even a small increase in benefits of using electric propulsion for transfer from
mass might have large revenue impacts, various high Earth orbits2,3,Appendix in order to avoid

the long trip times and Van Alien belt radiation damage of
The current trend for geostationary spacecraft is towards low Earth orbit (LEO) to geostationary Earth orbit (GEO)
longer lifetimes, increased masses, higher powers, and transfers using electric propulsion. 4,5 However, none of
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these starting orbits were found optimally as is possible Afterreaching parking orbit the Centaur stage still carries
with SECKSPOT. This paper describes the mission approximately4400 kg of fuel which is normally used to
analyses, propulsion options, and the results for the three place the payload spacecraft into geostationary transfer
electric propulsion options, orbit (GTO). The GTO assumed in this analysis has a

perigee altitude of 185 km and an apogee altitude of

The purpose of this paper is to show the performance 35785.5 km. The Centaur specific impulse (Isp) is
advantagesof advancedpropulsion technologies for near- assumed to be 451.5 s. The starting mass in the parking
term geostationary missions. This study evaluated the orbit is 10,240 kg which includes the spacecraft, on-board
mass impact of replacing some portion of a geostationary propulsion systems, and the partially fueled Centaur
spacecraft's chemical apogee propulsionsystem with either stage.9
an N2H4 arcjet system, a Hall thruster system, or a xenon
ion system with the electric system also performing The mission cases where the electric propulsion system
fifteen years of station keeping. The analyses used performs only the station keeping function use the
conservative assumptions for these propulsion systems in Centaur stage to place them into GTO and the on-board
order to make the results applicable to near-termmissions, chemical system to insert them into geostationary orbit.
While an Atlas IIAS class spacecraftwas assumed for this The mission cases where a portion of the geostationary
analysis, the advantage should be applicable to all launch orbit insertion is performed by the on-board electric
vehicles. Two payload power levels, 10 kW and 15 kW, propulsion system use the remaining Centaur stage fuel
were assumed to be available for the electric propulsion and the availableon-board chemical fuel in an optimal one
orbit transfer. The numerical optimization pro_am Solar or two burn transfer to an optimal SEP starting orbit as
Electric Control Knob Steering Program for Optimal shown in Figure 1. The Centaur portion of this transfer is
Trajectory (SECKSPOT)6 was used to identify the not necessarily to GTO.
chemical burns of the Centaur upper stage and on-board
propulsion system to minimize the electric propulsion The SECKSPOT pro_am determines the requiredone or
transfer time. two impulsive.bums with the allotted AV to reach an

SEP starting orbit which minimizes the SEP trip time.
MISSION ANALYSIS, OPTIONS AND This SEP starting orbit can have any perigee, apogee, and

ASSUMPTIONS inclination combination which is achievable with the

given impulsive AV. (The Appendix contains an analytic
Mission Analysis analysis where the first bum is to GTO and the second
The approach is to utilize the numerical optimizer burn changes inclination and raises perigee.) This AV is
SECKSPOT with its option to perform optimal impulsive the sum of the remaining AV capability of the Centaur
stage analysis to minimize the SEP transfer time. All stage and some portion of the on-board apogee AV
that is required for the high thrust portion of the program normally carried. This on-board portion is varied from
is a final mass for this portion of the mission and an 1800m/s to 0 rn/s to show the trade between increasednet
initial impulsive AV. The final mass of the impulsive mass and increased trip time. To illustrate these trades,
portion is the starting mass for the SEP mission. The AV Figure 2 shows a variation between the on-boardchemical
is the velocity or energy change required for an orbit AV and the transfer SEP AV for a case using 30-cm
transfer. Impulsive AV assumes an instantaneous burn and thrusters. Note that the Centaur AV is constant while
is assumed for all the chemical propulsion burns in these the on-boardchemical AV is reducedin increments of 100
analyses. The SEP transfer mission AVs differ from m/s. The requiredSEP &V from SECKSPOT to replace
impulsive due to _avity losses associatedwith constant the on-boardchemical &Vis _eater due to gravity losses.
thrusting and nontangential steering.7 This requiredSEP AV is further discussed in the results

section. The mission where the geostationary insertion is
The launch vehicle assumed for this analysis is the Atlas performed solely by the on-board chemical propulsion
IIAS with the large payload fairing.8 After liftoff the system, case 20, requires a chemical system AV of 1805
Centaur upper stage uses a portion of its fuel to place the m/s. The mass of the satellite after all the allotted
payload satellite, including the necessary on-board chemical fuel is used and the dry 2180 kg Centaur is
propulsion systems to achieve geostationary orbit, into an separated is assumed to be the starting SEP phase mass. 9
assumed low 185 km altitude circular parking orbit.
While Atlas launch vehicles sometimes use elliptical The SEP phase optimization includes the impacts of
parking orbits in order to optimize the perigee burn, the shading, J2 (Earth oblateness), and solar array degradation
high thrust option of the SECKSPOT pro_am is due to Van Allen belt radiation. The SEP system
currently limited to circular startingorbits8. parametersof initial power level, Isp, and efficiency are
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fixed in the SECKSPOT program. The SECKSPOT parameters are shown in Table 1. SOA arcjets are
pro_am assumes constant thrusting except while the producedby the OlinAerospaceand currently in use on the
spacecraft is in shade. SECKSPOT finds the optimal Telstar 4 spacecraft. Advanced arcjets are under

• steering for the minimum time trajectory. This minimum development by the NASA on-boardpropulsion pro_am.
time trajectory closely estimates maximum deliveredmass Hall thrusters, which were developedin Russia, are being
since, in order to minimize time for a constant thrusting qualifiedfor western spacecraft by Space Systems Loral.
transfer, SEP AV, and thus fuel mass, is minimized. The 30 cm xenon ion thruster technolog3, is being

developed under the NASA Solar electric propulsion
The impact of power degradationon the trip time causes Technology Applications Readiness (NSTAR) pro_am.
SECKSPOT to minimize time spent in the Van Allen Throughout this analysis the same propulsion technology
belts. As power is degraded,SECKSPOT throttles the is used for both transfer and NSSK functions -- no mixing

thrusters accordingly while maintaining the same Isp and of propulsion technologies is considered.
efficiency. While thruster performancenormally vanes as

a function of power level this effect is neglected in this For the orbit insertion function, the assumed thruster Isps
work. This SECKSPOT/SEP system modelling limitation are: 600s for the advancedarcjet, 650s for the advanced+
is negligible for the desiredshort transfer time trajectories arcjet, 1600s for the Hall thruster, and 3160s for the ion
since the power degradationis negligible. The impacts of thruster.The overallPPU/thruster efficienciesregardless of
non-optimal steering and guidance, navigation, and mission function are: 0.33 for the SOA arcjet, 0.33 for the
attitude control limitations are not considered here. The advancedarcjet, 0.31 for the advanced+arcjet, 0.45 for the
impacts of these issues are typically minor, xenon Hall thruster, and 0.60 for the xenon ion thruster.

In addition to the transfer, fifteen years of north/south Each thruster unit includes structure, gimbal (except arcjet
station keeping (NSSK) are assumed for all cases1. While SOA) and controller; resulting in masses of 1.86 kg for
the yearly AV varies with satellite station longitude, 45.37 the SOA arcjet, 2.17 kg for the advancedand advanced+
m/s is chosen as representative.10 The daily station arcjets, 9.33 kg for the Hall thrusters, and 13.83 kg for
keeping burn time using electric propulsion is on the order the ion thrusters. Each PPU unit includes cabling and
of tens of minutes. The cosine losses encounteredby not thermal system; resulting in power densities of 6.08
completing the whole burn instantaneously at the orbit kg/kW for the SOAarcjet, 6.08 kg/kW for the advanced
node are small and neglected. East/west station keeping and advanced+arcjets, 9 kg_W for the Hall thrusters, and
requirementsare an order-of-magnitudesmaller than NSSK 9.10 kg/kW for the ion thrusters. A tankage fraction of
requirementsand are neglectedin these analyses. 0.07 was used for arcjets and 0.15 for the Hall and ion

thrusters. Thruster lifetime is also considered and extra

SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS AND MODELING thrusters are added when necessary. Assumed thruster
lifetimes are 1000 hours for the arcjet SOA, 1500 hours

On-Board Chemical Propulsion System for the advancedand advanced+arcjets, 4000 hours for the
For mission scenarios requiring an on-board chemical Hall thrusters, and 8000 hours for the ion thrusters. PPU
propulsion system for all or part of the orbit insertion, an lifetime was assumed adequate for both the transfer and

advanced328 s Isp bipropellant system is assumed.11 station keeping missions.
A 314.5 s Isp system is assumed only for the state-of-art
(SOA) case. -Both systems have a fixed dry mass of 23 Fifteen years of north/south spacecraft station keeping is
kg and a tankage fraction of 0.08. The advancedchemical performedby four thrusters, one pair placed on the north
system is deleted from the spacecraft for those missions face and the other on the south face as shown in Figure 3.
where the SEP system takes over directly from the Centaur These thruster pairs are canted 17°, 45°, and 30° for the
stage, arcjets, Hall thrusters, and ion thrusters, respectively,

from the vertical to minimize plume interaction with the
On-Board Electric Propulsion System array. The equivalent NSSK thruster Isp is adjusted for

' the thruster cant cosine loss as follows: 478s for the SOA

For mission scenarios using on-board SEP for NSSK and, NSSK arcjet, 574s for the advancedarcjet, 622s for the
in some cases, orbit insertion functions, the followin_ advanced+ arcjet, 1131sfor the Hall thruster, and 2736s for

• technologies areconsidered: SOA 1.8kW N2H4 arcjetsI_ the ion thruster. To perform the north/south station
for NSSK function only, two advanced2.17 kW N2H4 keeping either the south or north pair is fired about the
arcjets,13 1.5 kW xenon Hall thrusters14 and 2.5 kW appropriateorbit node on the order of tens of minutes. If
30cm xenon ion thrusters. 13. The power given is the one thruster fails the opposite set are tasked with all
power into the power processing unit (PPU). All thruster
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NSSK bums. Four PPUs support the four NSSK increase revenue. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 exhibit the net
thrusters, masses versus SEP trip times. The SOA system is

assumed to be a 314.5 s Isp on-board chemical system
Additional thrusters are addedfor performing the SEP which delivers the spacecraft into geostationary,and a 500s

transfer mission. 10 kW and 15kW available power Isp, 1.8kw arcjet system which only performs the NSSK.
levels are assumed (see power section). Thrusters are Tfiese systems are termed the SOA technologies and both
addedfor the transfer mission to take advantage of the are describedin the systems assumptions section. Using
available power. Consequently, the 10 kW spacecraftuses the same launch vehicle and Centaur stage assumptions the
either four arcjets, six Hall thrusters, or four ion thrusters. SOA chemical and SOA arcjet system deliverednet mass
The 15 kW spacecraft uses either six arcjets, ten Hail is 1551 kg. This will be referredto as the baseline-SOA
thrusters, or six ion thrusters. Due to the assumed case. The impact of replacing the SOA chemical system
available power levels not all of the power available can be with the advancedchemical system while retaining the
used by the arcjet thrusters. As mentioned previously, the SOA arcjet increases the net mass to 1598 kg, for a gain
thrusters are assumed identical to the NSSK thrusters of 47 kg, as shown in Figure 5. This 1598 kg net mass
except they are placed about the chemical thruster on the case is considered the baseline (and termed 'baseline-
aft portion of the spacecraft as shown in Figure 3. The advancedchemical case') for all further evaluations of the
transfer thrusters use the available four NSSK PPUs and added performance of advanced electric propulsion
have additional PPUs added for extra thrusters, for technologies.
example, the six Hall thrusters have two PPUs addedto
the spacecraft. During SEP transfer all the transfer SEP Starting Orbits
thrusters are firing except in shade. Additional thrusters Optimal SEP starting orbits determinedby SECKSPOT
for redundancywere notadded, for the 10kW spacecraft with ion technology are shown in

Figure 8. These SEP starting orbits vary little for the
Power S_'stern different SEP technologies' power levels. So Figure 8 is
The GaAs solar arrays which provide payload power in representativeof all the results. The orbit parameters,

geostationary orbit are assumed to provide the 10 kW or includingapogee altitude,perigee altitude, and inclination,
15 kW for the thruster operation during the SEP orbit are shown verses the on-board chemical propulsion AV
transfer since the payload is inactive during this phase, which directly relates to chemical propulsion fuel loading.
These power levels were chosen as representative of next Only one or two bums are allowed by the code. The three
generation power levels for geostationary communication cases with 200 rn/s or less of on-board chemical fuel, or
satellites. 1 The battery system is assumed power dual AV capability, use only one perigee burn to lift apogee as
NSSK thruster operation while the payload uses direct high as possible. A slight plane change is also performed.
solar arraypoweras suggested by Free. 15 Extra batteries In practice, several perigee burns might be used.
may be required to support the increase in charge/discharge Increasing the on-boardchemical AV capability above 200
cycling, but this mass is not determinedhere. The arrays m/s, up to 1800 m/s, allows an optimal two burn case
are assumed to have an equivalent layer of 6 mils fused where the apogee is raised above geostationary orbit
silica shielding on both sides of the solar array for altitude, the perigee is also raised, and the some portion of
radiation protection. 10 Since the army is resident on the the plane change performed. These SEP starting orbits
spacecraftfor payload use its mass is not charged to the differ from those assumed in the Appendix which start
propulsion system. However, transfer through the Van with GTO and then change inclination/raise perigee.
Allen belts will damage the array. This damaged array
mass is charged to the propulsion system at a rate of 16.6 By setting the apogee above and the perigee below the
kg/kW. 16 Thus the propulsion system is penalized for target orbit, SECKSPOT increases the time the
long transfers through the Van Allen Belts. While the spacecraft spends out of themost damaging portions of the
radiation damage that may occur to the payload is not radiation belts. The higher apogee results in a lower
assessedhere it should be less than that encountered by the velocity location for plane changing. The apogee is
array, lowered during the perigee portions of the orbit. The '

optimal steering determinedby SECKSPOT and practical
RESULTS. steering methods to approximate the optimal steering will

The figures of merit of the advancedpropulsion systems in be reported in further publications.
this study are the net mass delivered and SEP transfer time. Figure 2 shows the corresponding required transfer SEP
Net mass refers to the usable satellite mass once the wet AV for the varied on-boardchemical AV for the 10 kW

propulsion system and any damaged army are removed, ion class. This is again similar for all the SEP
The addednet mass can be used for additional payload to technologies. Mission case 20 represents geostationary
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insertion performed solely by the on-board chemical The net mass gains to be made with any of the advanced

propulsion, and cases 1 to 18 show the wade in chemical SEP technologies are considerable. The 600s and 650s Isp
and SEP AV. As on-board chemical AV capability is arcjetsprovide an additional60 kg and 80 kg, respectively,

• replaced by SEP AV, the total AV increases due to the of net mass over NSSK alone for a one month transfer
gavity losses incurred by the constant thrusting SEP time. The Hall and ion systems provide even greater net
system. Case 19 shows the limit when the GTO to GEt mass gains just performing the NSSK mission. After

0 transfer is performed completely by the SEP system and about 10 to 15 days transfer time both systems add even
the Centaur stage. Comparing cases 19 and 20 clearly more net mass. Below this transfer time the additional
showsthe increasedAV required However, the higher I equipmentdry mass overwhelms the higher Isp advantage.• sp
of the SEP system more than offsets this increasedAV by Thesedata are not shown in Figures 4 - 7 foi the sake of
a significantly reducing the total fuel mass. This is shown clarity. For a one month transfer time, which is roughly
by the net mass advantage in the next sections, equivalent to a geostationarysatellite's checkout time, the

use of Hall thrusters or ion thrusters for part of the orbit
10 kW Class Spacecraft transfer increases the satellite net mass by 110 and 120 kg
Figures 4 and 5 contain the results of this analysis for a over NSSK only, respectively. Compared to the
10kW class spacecraftin terms of net mass versus SEP baseline-advancedchemical case, the net mass increase is
transfer time. Figure 5 shows the NSSK missions where 230 kg with the Hall thruster and 270 kg with the ion
the orbit transfer is completed by the Centaur stage and on- thruster. These provide net mass gains of 14% for the
board chemical system and the station keeping is Hall to 16% for the ion. A more appropriately powered
performed by the electric propulsion system• These (- 2.5 kW) Hall thruster may have an increasednet mass
NSSK only SEP missions show the net mass benefit of benefit.
implementing the advanced electric propulsion

technologies just for NSSK. As expected, the higher Isp Allowing two months of trip time adds more net mass for
systems provide a greater net mass. The advanced all the thruster systems, with Hall and ion out-performing
chemical transfer and advanced SEP NSSK systems arcjets. The rate of net mass increase for the arcjets with

provide an 80 to 200 kg increase in net mass over the transfer times geater than two months is minor, mainly
baseline SOA system, due to the increasingdamage to the solar army. Hall and

ion thrusters add over 350 to 400 kg, respectively, when
Figures 4 and 5 also show that by expanding the electric comparedto the baseline-advancedchemical case. At three
propulsion system to provide part of the transfer, even and four month transfer times the ion thrusters add over
greater net mass gains may be realized. SEP transfers up 550 and 650 kg for a substantial34% to 40% increase over
to a year are shown. Performance plateaus occur when the baseline-advancedchemical case. The cost of these
extra thrusters must be added due to lifetime transfer times is notconsideredhere.
considerations. This occurs, for example, for Hall
thrusters at a transfer time between 210 days and 230 Not only can net mass be significantly increased, but
days, as shown in Figure 4. The initial steepness of each spacecraft growth during design and production can easily
technology'scurve is reduced somewhat for longer transfer be handled merely by removing some of the on-board
times due to the increasedrate of solar army damage (see chemical propellant and adding some SEP propellant.
Figure 9), which is subtractedfrom the net mass. This Thus by designing the SEP fuel tanks for extra fuel,
increased damage rate is due to longer exposure times in substantial net mass flexibility can be attained at the cost
the more damaging portions of the Van Allen belts. For of some extra tankage.
the shortest transfer times, where the on-board chemical
system is providing most of the transfer, the radiation 15 kW Class Spacecraft
damageis small, and the net mass gain increases quickly Results for the 15kW spacecraft, shown in Figures 6 and
as allowable SEP transfer time is relaxed. This region of 7, are similar to those of the 10 kW spacecraft. Faster
slight degradationoccursfor on-board chemical AVs above transfer times due to higher SEP powers are offset by
approximately 1000 m/s. For SEP transfer times below additional thrusters and PPUs. The NSSK only scenario
120 days in Figure 5, the net mass gain for the arcjet points are identical to those of the I0 kW spacecraftsince
technologies smooths out after about 40 days due to the the additional power is not used for the NSSK system.

' appearancesubstantial radiation damage. Hall and ion
technologies smooth out at longer transfer times due to An additional 60 to 90 kg is provided compared to the
their lower thrust but at the same point of notable baseline-advancedchemical system by adding six transfer

radiationdamage. 600s and 650s Isp arcjet thrusters and two PPUs,
respectively, for a two week transfer time. Between I00
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Table 1. SEP Propulsion System Parameters
Propulsion System SOA N:H4Arcjet Advanced,Advanced+Xenon Hall Thruster Xenon Ion Thruster

Parameters N:H4Arciet
Desired PPU Input Power 1.8 kW 2.4 kW 1.5 kW 2.5 kW ,

Level

Isp 500 s 600 s, 650 s 1600 s 3160 s
OverallEfficiency (PPU & 0.33 0.33,0.31 0.45 0.60

Thruster)
Tankage 7% 7% 15% 15%

Life at Power Level 1,000 hours 1,500 hours 4,000 hours 8,000 hours
Cant Angle for NSSK 17° 17° 45° 30°
Equivalent Cant Isp 478 s 574 s, 622 s 1131 s 2736 s

Masses:

Thruster 1 kg 1 kg 5 kg 7 kg
Gimbals 34 % of Thruster 34 % of Thruster 34 % of Thruster 34 % of Thruster
Support 31% of Gimbals 31% of Gimbals 31% of Gimbals 31% of Gimbals

&Thrusters & Thrusters & Thrusters & Thrusters

Controller 0.55 kg/Thruster 0.55 kg/Thruster 0.55 kg/Thruster 1.55 kg/Thruster
Total Thruster + Gimbal 2.3 kg/thruster 2.3 kg/thruster 9.3 kg/thruster 13.8 kg/thruster

Support + Controller
Feed System 0.8 kg/kWe 0.8 kg/kWe 1.5 kg/kWe 1.5 kg/kWe

PPU 2.4 kg/kWe 2.4 kg/kWe 4.7 kg/kWe 4.8 kg/kWe
Cabling 0.4 kg/kWe 0.4 kg/kWe 0.4 kg/kWe 0.4 kg/kWe

Thermal Sys. (92% PPU) 31 kg/kWt-disp. 31 kg/kWt-disp. 31 kg/kWt-disp. 31 kglkWt-disp.
Total PPU + Feed + 6.1 kg/kWe 6.1 kg]kWe 9.1 k_We 9.2 kg/kWe
Cabling + Thermal

Key:

Aft (zenith) view (_ Chemical Thruster ,
0 _-- Arcjet Thruster

Orbit Plane '

Figure 3. Potential Thruster Configuration



Final Net Mass vs SEP Transfer Time: 10 kW Class
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SEP Transfer Time (days)

Figure 4. Final Net Mass vs. SEP Transfer Time for a l0 kW Class GEO Satellite

Final Net Massvs SEP Transfer Time: 10 kW Class
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I
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SEP Transfer Time (days)

• Figure 5. Final Net Mass vs. SEP 3 month or less Transfer Time- 10 kW Class GEO Satellite
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Final Net Massvs SEP TransferTime: 15 kW Class

2950 kg "J --m--- Ion,15kW
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[] Ion NSSK i "
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i ¢ N2H4-AJ NSSKsoA _

i' i i
1750 kg ', -- Adv Chem/AJ

X Chem/AJ SOA !1550 kg

0 days 90 days 180 days 270 days

SEP Transfer Time (days)

Figure 6. Final Net Mass vs. SEP Transfer Time for a 15kW Class GEO Satellite

Final Net Mass vs SEP Transfer Time: 15 kW Class
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Figure 7. Final Net Mass vs. SEP 3 month, or less Transfer Time- 15kW Class GEO Satellite
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Optimal EP Starting Orbit vs On-Board Chem AV Capability:
Ion,lOkW

a°'°°I / J / 60000kin

25.0° 50000km
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20"0°l_! i I I # _ 40000kin ==---- =_
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On Board Chemical AV (m/s)
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Figure 8. Optimal SEP Starting Orbit vs. On-Board ChemicalAV - Ion 10kW Class GEO Satellite
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Power Degradation vs On-Board Chem AV
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Figure 9. Power De_adadon Factor vs. On-Board Chemical AV - 10 kW Class GEO Satellite

Power Degradation vs On-Board Chem AV
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Figure 10. Power Degradation Factor vs. On-Board Chemical AV - 15 kW Class GEO Satellite
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Appendix: MISSION AND SPACECRAFT
DEFINITION

, Analytic Trades for SEP
Transfers from Super GTO to LEO-GEO Mission

GEO

• For this study, the spacecraft is assumed to be
CRAIG A. KLUEVER injected into GTO by an Atlas 2AS launch

vehicle.The resultingelliptical transferorbit has
a perigeealtitudeof 167 kin, an apogee altitude

INTRODUCTION of 35,786 km (GEO), andan inclinationof 26.5
degrees. Total spacecraftmass in GTO after the

The payload benefits associated with the use of perigee burn is 3833 kg. The apogee chemical
electric propulsion for performing near-Earth thrusteris a bipropellantsystem with a specific
orbit transfershas been investigated by several impulse (I_) of 314 s. Arcjet thrusters are used
authors1"3. However, the utilization of a low- forthe electricpropulsionsystemsince they have
thrust engine for transferring a payload from low been identified as a good candidate for the dual
Earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous orbit role of station-keepingand primary propulsion 5.
(GEO) is a far-term application given the current The arcjet propulsion system has a total input
level of technology of electric propulsion_. power of 7.5 kW, an I_ of 600 s, and an engine
Current operational uses of electric propulsion efficiencyof 32%.Therefore, the resulting thrust
include on-orbit maneuvers such as station- magnitude is 0.815 N and the constant propellant
keeping and drag make-up_.A potentialcurrent or mass flow rate is I 1.97 kg/day. The solar arrays
near-term application of electric propulsion are assumed to havea equivalent layerof 12 mils
involvesGEO orbit circuladzation in the case of silica shieding on both sides for radiation
the chemical apogee engine failure, protection. The arcjet engines are also to be
Geosynchronous spacecraft are usually injected utilized for GEO station-keeping.
into an elliptical geosynchronous transfer orbit
(GTO) with an apogee at GEO altitude and a Spacecraft Mass Analysis
perigee at LEO altitude. In 1989, the GSTAR-3

satellite utilized the hydrazine resistojet engine The total mass m6-ro of a spacecraft with
designed for on-orbit station-keeping to chemical and electric stages after insertion into
circularize the GTO after the apogee engine GTO is
failed4.

m ro=rr%+rnd c+r+n  +mpp+n'q,,(1)
In this appendix, the use of a combined

chemical/electric propulsion system for a LEO- where mp_is the propellant mass, mat is the dry
GEO transfer is investigated. The proposed mass of the chemical stage, minke is the tank

mission scenario involves a chemical insertion mass of the electric stage, mpv is the power and
into GTO, followed by a chemical apogee bum propulsion systemmass of the electric stage, and
to partially raise perigee and reduce inclination, rl_et is the net mass. The spacecraft's net mass
and finally a low-thrust orbit transfer to represents the usable mass for payload plus the
equatorial GEO. The objective is to obtain the basic spacecraft structuralmass. The subscripts c
optimal propulsion modes which maximize the and e represent the chemical and electric
spacecraft'spayload in GEO and to compare this propulsion stages, respectively. The injected

• optimal combinedchemical/electric propulsion mass toO-TO= 3833 kg represents the launch
strategy to an all-chemical propulsion LEO-GEO capability of the Arias 2AS vehicle. The

transfer, propellant masses to.pc and 1_ are calculated
• from the rocketequation

rap= mi ( 1 - e -_vig_p) (2)

where mi is the initial mass prior to the
respective propulsive maneuver, AV is the



velocity change, g is the gravitational the GTO plane to the impulsive thrust vector.
acceleration at sea-level, and l,p is the specific Table 1 also presents the propellantmassn'_c
impulse of the respective propulsion stage. The and orbital elements semi-major axis a.
drymass c includes the structural, engine, eccentricity e, and inclination i of the
and tank mass of the chemical stage and is intermediate orbits'as a result of the apogee burn.
assumed to be 12% of the chemical propellant Case 1 corresponds to the absence of an apogee
mass 6. Tank mass mink e is 8% of the burn and Case 16 corresponds to a complete "
propellant for the electric stage _. Power and GTO-GEO transfer via the chemical apogee burn.
propulsion system mass of the electric stage mpp
is the product of electric input power P and Next, the optimal minimum-fuel, low thrust
specific mass a. Specific mass for a power and transfers from the initial conditions presented in
propulsionsystem comprised of Galium Arsenide Table I to equatorial GEO are obtained. These
solar array cells and arcjet thrusters is fixed at 30 minimum-fuel transfer problems are solved by

kg/kW which results in mpp= 225 kg. the low-thrust trajectory optimization programSECKSPOT which utilizes an indirect

MISSION ANALYSIS optimization method and solves the two-point
boundary value problem via a multiple-shooting
method 7. SECKSPOT uses orbital averaging for

The net mass mnet can be expressed using the governing equations of motion and simulates
equation(l) and the previous mass definitionsas Earth-shadow effects, Earth oblateness, and solar

cell degradationdue to the radiation belts. Once
rn,et = rncTo -1.12 mr,: -1.08 rave -mpp (3) the minimum-fuel transfer to GEO is computed,

the additional propellant requiredby the electric
Since the launch vehicle capability and electric stage for station-keeping is calculated using
power and propulsion system are both considered equation (2). A total annual AV budget of 50

to be fixed, n'IGTO and mpp are constants, m/s for East-West and North-South station-
Therefore, in order to maximize runet, the keeping over a spacecraft lifetime of I0 years is

optimal combination of propellant for the assumed4"
chemical and electric stages must be determined.
In other words, we must find what portion of the
three-dimensional, GTO-GEO transfer is RESULTS
performed initially by a chemical GTO apogee
burn and how the ramaining portion of the The resulting payload fractions runet / rnG-ro for
transfer is completed by electric propulsion such the sixteen parametric cases are outlined by Table

that runet is maximized. 1. Clearly, the propulsion strategy for
maximum net mass in GEO is the all electric

Thisproblem is solved by parametrically varying propulsion GTO-GEO transfer without the use of
the magnitude and orientation of the chemical a chemical apogee rocket. The resulting
GTO apogee burns in order to producea range of maximum payload fraction is 0.498 for the all-
intermediate inclined elliptical orbits. These electric propulsiontransfer compared to 0.397 for
intermediate orbits provide initial conditions for the all-chemical propulsion transfer. Therefore,
the subsequent low-thrust transfers to equatorial the all-electric transfer demonstrates a 25.4%
GEO. Table I presents a range of chemical GTO increase in payload over the all-chemical transfer.
apogee burns designed to raise perigee and txxtuce Table 1 also indicates that if the entire plane
inclination. Four discrete pedgee.A rv and four change is performedby a chemical apogee burn, ,
discrete inclinationreductions Ai arepreducedby then the payload fraction is essentially the same
the respective velocity changes AV and out-of- for the variety of combined chemical/electric

propulsion maneuvers for perigee raise. Both
plane thrust pointing angles _ as indicated in strategies show a total initial mass of 3833 kg in "
Table I. The impulsive chemical apogee burn is GTO and the all-electricpropulsion case shows a
assumed to have components along the apogee clear increase in net mass.
velocity vector and normal to the original GTO

plane. The pointing angle _1/is measured from
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The resulting low-thrust orbit transfer time. with a 5.2% loss in solar power. An additional
subsequent powerdegradationand final spacecraft 104kg in payload for a transfer timeof 46 days
mass and net mass in GEO for each of the 16 can be realized if the GTO-GEO transfer is

J cases detailed inTable l is presented inTable 2. performed with both chemical and electric
The low-thrust transfer time is highest at 121 propulsion. The optimal combined
days for the all-electricpropulsion transfer and is chemical/electric propulsion LEO-GEO mission

' lowest at 14.8 days for Case 12. It is interesting can provide an additional 25.4% payload
to note that the net mass is increased104.4 kg capability compared to the corresponding all-
over the all-chemical propulsion transfer as chemical LEO-GEOmission.
indicated by Case 7 in Table 2. The
corresponding low-thrust transfer time for this REFERENCES
case is 45.9 days which may be consideredto be
a good wade between total trip time, power A I. Y. Matogawa, Optimum Low Thrust
degradation, and payload mass increase. Solar Transfer to Geosynchronous Orbit. Acta
cell dem'adationdue to time spent traversing the Astronautica.
radiation belt is calculated by SECKSPOT as a 467-478 (1983).
percentage loss of the available power at the A2. R.L. Burton and C. Wassgren, Time-Critical
beginning of the mission. Power degradationis Low-ThrustOrbit Transfer Optimization.
worst at about 5.5% for Cases l-4 which do not Journal of Spacecraftand Rockets.
employ a perigee raise via the chemical apogee 286-288 (1992).
burn. Power degradation decreasesas perigee is A3. J.M. Spondable and I.P. Penn, Electric
raised by the apogee bum but remains less than Propulsion for Orbit Transfer:.A Case
1% for Cases 5-16. The total transfer time and Study.lournal of Propulsion and Power.
power loss is significantly less than the 445-451(1989).
corresponding all-electric propulsion orbit A4. S.W. Ianson, "The On-Orbit Role of
transfer from LEO to GEO. Electric Propulsion." AIAA Paper 93-2220, 29th

Joint Propulsion Conf., Monterey, California
CONCLUSIONS (1993).

A5. M. Andrenucci,G. Baiocchi. W. Deininger
A maximum payloadproblem for a LEO-GEO andA. Trippi,DIVA: FlightDemonstrationof a
transfer using a combined chemical/electric 1 kWArcjetPropulsionSystem.
propulsion system has been formulated and Space Technology. 25-32 (1993).
solved. The problem is solved by parametrically A6. B. Palaszewski, Lunar Missions Using
varying the magnitude and direction of the Advanced Chemical Propulsion: System
chemical GTO apogee burn and solving the Design Issues.Journal of Spacecraftand Rockets.:
subsequent electric propulsion transfers with a 458-465 (1994).
low-thrust trajectory optimization code. The A7. L.L. Sackett, H.L. Malchow and T.N.
payload is maximized when the entire GTO-GEO Edelbaum,SolarElectric GeocentricTransfer
transfer is performed by the electric propulsion with AttitudeConstraints: Analysis. NASA CR-
stage and the optimal transfer requires 121 days 134927,C.S. Draper Laboratories (1975).
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Table l:Chemical apogee bums and resulting !nte_ed!a!e orbits...................................................
Case AV _t mr A rp Ai a e I ,
..................tii -s-.........iaeg-y-.... ......................(degi....................................i ......
1 0 0.0 0 0.0 24,355 0.731 26.5
2 245.4 94.42 293.6 0 8.83 24,355 0.731 17.67 "
3 489.6 98.84 563.5 0 17.67 24,355 0.731 8.83
4 730.7 103.25 809.6 0 26.5 24,355 0.731 0.0
5 803.6 0.0 880.4 I 1,873 0.0 30,291 0.392 26.5
6 858.1 25.40 932.2 11,873 8.83 30,291 0.392 17.67
7 1003.2 46.50 1065.7 I 1,873 17.67 30,291 0.392 8.83
8 1203.7 62.72 1240.1 11,873 26.5 30,291 0.392 0.0
9 1217.6 0.0 1251.8 23,746 0.0 36,228 O.164 26.5
I0 1260.4 20.02 1287.5 23,746 8.83 36,228 O.164 17.67
11 1380.3 38.19 1384.7 23,746 17.67 36,228 O.164 8.83
12 1557.0 53.68 1521.2 23,746 26.5 36,228 O.164 0.0
13 1480.7 0.0 1463.3 35,619 0.0 42,164 0.0 26.5
14 1519.5 18.10 1492.9 35,619 8.83 42,164 0.0 17.67
!5 1629.4 34.94 1575.0 35,619 17.67 42,164 0.0 8.83
16 1795.1 49.84 1693.3 35,619 26.5 42,164 0.0 0.0

i i i i i i i

Table 2: GTO-GEO transfers

_'_Case Low-thrusttransfer Powerdegradation n_m
- (days) (%) (kg) (kg)
1 121.0 5.22 2,458.9 1,907.7
2 104.4 5.56 2,360.0 1,797.8
3 91.3 5.57 2,236.3 1,664.3
4 82.6 5.57 2,086.4 1,505.8
5 79.0 0.77 2,013.4 1,430.5
6 62.3 0.74 2,157.7 1,571.6
7 45.9 0.63 2,219.6 1,627.7
8 37.9 0.53 2,140.2 1,541.9
9 67.5 0.40 1,774.2 1,178.4
10 49.0 0.42 1,960.0 1,361.3
11 27.7 0.33 2,117.1 1,513.2
12 14.8 0.19 2,134.2 1,524.7
13 60.8 0.11 1,641.6 1,038.4
14 43.1 0.15 1,824.2 1,218.3
15 22.3 0.13 1,990.8 1,380.3
16 - 0.00 2,139.7 1,52.3.3 ......
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